Spelling Quiz for Category: reciprocal_verbs
Order all the letters and fill in the blank with the corrected word.

1) cpmsrmeentaloe
   to complement each other

2) cauinmcseor
   to communicate

3) brireceiss
   to write to each other

4) oc,oottr anecnsnceed
   to meet

5) enemorarsa
   to fall in love

6) odari
   to hate

7) eaoftaebr
   to slap

8) qureer
   to want

9) doenserfe
   to be offended

10) evsre
    to meet, to look at each other
(continued) Spelling Quiz for Category: reciprocal_verbs
Order all the letters and fill in the blank with the corrected word.

11) cresasa  
   to get married

12) raegp  
   to stick, paste, to hit

13) triessanlu  
   to insult each other

14) reseealp  
   to fight or quarrel against each other

15) bsrae  
   to kiss

16) halbar  
   to talk/to speak

17) Irmaelsa  
   to be called

18) ropgae1  
   to hit

19) ooeccnr  
   to know a person

20) esryaopa  
   to lean, to support each other
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(continued) Spelling Quiz for Category: reciprocal_verbs
Order all the letters and fill in the blank with the corrected word.

21) escaocrh to crash

22) maar to love
Answer Key for Worksheet 2ef52

Spelling Quiz starting on page 1
1 = complementarse, 2 = comunicarse, 3 = escribirse, 4 = encontrarse, conocer, 5 = enamorarse, 6 = odiar, 7 = abofetear, 8 = querer, 9 = ofenderse, 10 = verse, 11 = casarse, 12 = pegar, 13 = insultarse, 14 = pelearse, 15 = besar, 16 = hablar, 17 = llamarse, 18 = golpear, 19 = conocer, 20 = apoyarse, 21 = chocarse, 22 = amar